Commentary on Almassalha et al., "The Greater Genomic Landscape: The Heterogeneous Evolution of Cancer".
In this issue of Cancer Research, Almassalha and colleagues have proposed a new concept of the development of malignancy, that of the greater genomic landscape. They propose a stressor-related exploration of intracellular genomic sites as a response mechanism. This process can express sites with beneficial or deleterious effects, among them those that promote cell proliferation. They point out that their conception is broader, although certainly inclusive, of the process of gene induction. The authors view the physical process of chromatin reorganization as central to the exploration of the genomic landscape. Accordingly, they advocate the development of agents to limit chromatin structural modification as a chemotherapeutic approach in cancer. We found their theory relevant to understand the phenotypic heterogeneity of malignancy, particularly in familial cancer syndromes. For example, the familial atypical multiple mole melanoma (FAMMM) syndrome, related to a gene mutation, is characterized by a diversity of melanocytic lesions, only some of which become malignant melanoma. This new conceptualization can do much to increase understanding of the diversity of malignancy in families with hereditary cancer. Cancer Res; 76(19); 5602-4. ©2016 AACR.